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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3,4] Brooks and Series showed that non-amenable surface groups and free groups with 
rank greater than one have infinite-dimensional second bounded cohomology. In [8], 
Gromov asserted that non-elementary word-hyperbolic groups have non-trivial second 
bounded cohomology. (We define the notion of a word-hyperbolic group in Definition 2.1 
and the notion of a non-elementary word-hyperbolic group in Definition 3.3.) In this paper, 
we will show that non-elementary word-hyperbolic groups have infinite-dimensional sec- 
ond bounded cohomology. 
In order to state our main result, we recall that e’ denotes the Banach space of 
summable sequences of real numbers with the norm 11 (xi) 11 = x,2 1 I xi I. We denote by ei the 
sequence which is zero except at the ith place where it is equal to one. 
THEOREM 1.1 (infinite dimensionality). Let G be a non-elementary word-hyperbolic group. 
Then there is an injective [W-linear map CO: L’ + HE(G; Iw) such that, for each i (1 < i < CO), 
w(ei) is the image ofa class in Ht(G; Z). In particular, the dimension ofHE(G; tw) as a vector 
space over [w is the cardinal of the continuum. 
Mitsumatsu [11] showed that Hz(G; R) has dimension equal to the cardinal of the 
continuum in the case of surface groups and free groups, also by embedding P. In [7,9], it is 
shown that if M is a K(rc, l), then H,*(M; R) g Hb*(ni(M); R). If M is a closed negatively 
curved manifold, then M is a K(rc, 1) and rc,(M) is word-hyperbolic. We thus have 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let M be a closed negatively curved Riemannian manifold. Then 
Hi(M; [w) is a vector space over [w whose dimension is the cardinal of the continuum. 
This result is proved in [l] and independently in [ 1 l] when M is two-dimensional. 
We now review the definition of bounded cohomology of a discrete group G. Let 
Ci(G; A) = {f: Gk -+A If has bounded range} 
where A = Z or R. The boundary a:C{(G;A) -C,““(G;A) is given by 
a&l, ... ,&c) =f(s1, ..’ 9 gk) + jl (- l)‘fhh *.. ,gi-1 gi, ... ,gk) 
+ (- )“+‘f(&l, ... ,gk-1) 
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and the cohomology of the complex (Ci(G; A), a> is the bounded cohomology of G, denoted 
by H: (G; A). 
In [3], Brooks explicitly constructed infinitely many bounded 2-cocycles with Z coeffi- 
cients for a free group F on two generators. These generators are linearly independent over 
R in Hi(F; R). We review his construction briefly. Let w and g be words in the standard 
generators of F. We assume that g is reduced (that is, no cancellation is possible) and that 
w is cyclically reduced (that is, no cancellation is possible when w is written as a circular 
word, or, equivalently, that no cancellation is possible in ww). Let fw(g) be the number of 
times w occurs in g without overlapping minus the number of times w- ’ occurs without 
overlapping. 
Clearlyf,#Ci (F; Z). However, 8fw is bounded and therefore an element of Zt( F; Z). Let 
x * ‘, y * ’ be the standard generators of the free group F. Thenf, andf, are the standard 
homomorphisms F + Z which count algebraically the number of x’s and y’s, respectively, in 
an element of F. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let w(i) = xy’ (i 2 1). Then,for each i, 1 < i < co, af&i, is a bounded 
integer-valued Z-cocycle. This collection of 2-cocycles gives rise to a collection of elements of 
Hi(F; R) which are linearly independent over R. 
Proof. Suppose that we have real numbers {ai}, <, G N such that [Cr=, aiafwci,] = 0 in 
Ht(F; R). Then there exists b E Ck(F; R) such that C Uiafwcij = ab. Therefore 
a(1 aifwci, -b) = 0. We define 4 E Z’(F: R) by setting &J = C aifwcij - 6. Since 
4(g) + $(h) - $(gh) = (84)(g, h) = 0. 4 is a homomorphism. Thus we can write 
4 = afx + Pf,. Therefore, C aifw(i) - ufx - Pf, is equal to b, which is bounded. Applying 
this equality of I-cochains to x” for large values of n, the boundedness of b shows that M = 0. 
Applying the equality to y”, we see that /? = 0. Applying the equality to w(i)” for large values 
of n, we see that ai = 0 for each i. Cl 
2. SPECIAL BOUNDED COCYCLES 
Dejinition 2.1 (word-hyperbolic group). Let G be a group with a fixed set of generators, 
and let I be its Cayley graph. Let 6 be a non-negative integer. By a metric tripod, we mean 
the path metric space obtained by taking three closed intervals, choosing an endpoint of 
each interval, and then gluing together the three chosen endpoints. For any vertices A, B, C 
of I, and any geodesic segments [A, B], [B, C] and [C, A], there is a tripod T, unique up to 
isometry, and unique map [A, B] u[B, C] u [C, A] + T, which isometrically embeds each of 
the geodesic segments in T. We say that G is &hyperbolic if, for each choice of A, B and 
C, and for each choice of geodesic segments joining them, and for each point ptz T, the 
inverse image of p has diameter at most 6. Note that this inverse image consists of 1, 2 or 
3 points. 
Let G be a b-word-hyperbolic group and fix a finite set of generators for G which is 
closed under taking inverses. Let T(G) denote its Cayley graph with respect o this set of 
generators. For a word w = 12ra2 . .. a, in these generators, define 1 WI = n. Let X be the 
element of G which is represented by the word X. 
In this paper the word “path” will always refer to a path lying in the Cayley graph I(G). 
Paths always start from a vertex and proceed along each edge entered at unit speed, from 
one end to the other. If a finite path 01 in I’(G) is labelled by a word w, then let Or denote the 
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Fig. 1. Realizing c,. This picture illustrates the proof of Proposition 2.2. If a’ realizes c,, then it should incorporate 
as many copies of w as possible. Note that a copy of w pointing in the wrong direction does not count in the 
definition of 1 cd I,,,. 
element W of G. By abuse of notation, we will frequently use the same symbol for a path and 
for its image in the Cayley graph. 
We sometimes identify a word w and the path starting at id and labelled by w in T(G). 
Let w* denote the bi-infinite word ... www . . . , or the bi-infinite path through id labelled by 
w*, such that one of the w’s starts at id. Let g E G and let w be a word in the generators. We 
use the natural action of G on T(G) on the left to define a finite path g . w starting at the 
vertex g and finishing at 9% This is the unique path starting at g and labelled with the word 
w. We define g. w* to be the obvious bi-infinite path through the vertex g. 
Let c( be a geodesic segment and w be a word of length at least two. There could be many 
different ways in which w could appear as a subword of ~1. Define 1 c( lw to be the maximal 
number of times that w can be seen as a subword of c( without overlapping. For example, if 
w = (xy)” and c( = (xY)~, then 1 xl, = 2. We define 
c,(a) = 1 a 1 _ inf{l Cl’ ) - 1 CC’ lw} = SL$l{l a I - I ” l + 1” lw> 
a’ 
where ~1’ ranges over all the paths with the same starting point as a and the same finishing 
point; in particular this means that r3 = Cr’. Note that C,(E) depends on Z and not on a itself, 
and so we can write c,,,(g) for g E G. Clearly, c,(a) 2 I c1 Iw 2 0. If the infimum in the definition 
of c,,,(g) is attained by a’, we say that CI’ realizes c, at CT. 
Let c( be a path. Recall that every path satisfies d(a(t), U(S)) d I t - s I. If for all t and s we 
have 
I t - s I/K - E < d(a(t), u(s)) 
then a is called a (K, &)-quasi-geodesic. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (realization implies quasi-geodesic). Ifa path cc’ realizes c, at cl, then ~1’ 
is a (I w l/(1 w 1 - l), 2)-quasi-geodesic. (Recall that we are assuming w has length at least two.) 
Proof. Let t < s, and set y’ = ~c’lr~,~,. Let y = [d(t), a’(s)] be a geodesic from a’(t) to a’(s) 
- see Fig. 1. 
From the fact that a’ realizes c, at Cr one easily deduces that ( y I - I yl,,, 2 ) y’ ( - I y’ Iw - 2. 
(The constant 2 arises from the fact that w might overlap each of the two ends of y, and each 
end could contribute to the defining inequality for E’.) Furthermore, 1 y’ I,,, < I y’I/( w I. Thus, 
IYI a IYI - IYIW 2 IY’I - Ir’Vlwl - 2 = Ir’lU - lAwI) - 2. 
Therefore CY’ is a (I w l/(1 w ( - l), 2)-quasi-geodesic. cl 
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Fig. 2. Two geodesic triangles. This picture illustrates part of the reasoning in the proof of Corollary 2.4. 
If S is a subset of the Cayley graph and L B 0, we define NL(S) to be the closed 
L-neighbourhood of S. The following result is well known-see for example Proposition 4.9 
of [2-J. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (quasi-geodesics with some endpoints). Given K 3 1 and E 3 0, there 
exists L = L(K, E) > 0 with thefollowing property. Let CI and /I be (K, &)-quasi-geodesics, which 
are possibly infinite at one or both ends. Suppose the endpoints of a are the same as those of 
j3 (and they may be points at injnity, that is, points in al-). Then a c N,(B) and /I c NL(a). 
Let k > 0. Given two geodesics a and /3 which start at most a distance k apart and end 
a distance at most k apart, then each is within a 2(k + 6)-neighbourhood of the other. (The 
exact size of the constant is unimportant.) This is seen by drawing in two geodesic triangles 
as in Fig. 2. If one of the endpoints of c1 is at infinity, and the corresponding endpoint of /? is 
at the same point at infinity, and if the other endpoints are a distance at most k apart, then 
the same conclusion holds (with an improvement in the constant). Similarly, if both 
endpoints of c1 are at infinity. 
The following is therefore an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4 (neighbouring quasi-geodesics). Given K > 1, E 2 0 and k > 0, there 
exists L = L(K, E, k) 3 0 with thefollowing property. Let a and /I be (K, &)-quasi-geodesics. Let 
the starting points of CI and fi be Q distance at most k apart and let thejinishing points of a and 
/? be a distance at most k apart. Then CI c NL(fi) and /I c NL(c(). The same applies if 
corresponding endpoints are at infinity and coincide. 
We choose L(K, E, k) as small as possible, consistent with the property just stated. Similarly 
for L(K,&) = L(K,&,O). 
The proof of the following lemma is easy and is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.5 (distance from a quasi-geodesic). Let a be a (K, .z)-quasi-geodesic, which may 
be infinite at either end. Suppose we have t E R and P E T(G) such that d(a(t), P) < k. Suppose 
(s - t ( >/ M. Then d(P,or(s)) 2 (M/K) - E - k. 
The next lemma follows from this in a straightforward way. 
LEMMA 2.6 (splitting a quasi-geodesic). Let K 2 1, E 2 0 and L > 0. Let M > K(L + 
E + 1). Let GI: [a, b] + T(G) be a (K,E)-quasi-geodesic. Let a + 2M < t < b - 2M. Then 
N,(cr[t - M, t + M]) separates a(a) from cr(b) in No. 
Define Lo = L(2,2). The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposi- 
tion 2.2 (realization implies quasi-geodesic) and Corollary 2.4 (neighbouring quasi-geo- 
desics). 
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Fig. 3. Dividing a geodesic. This picture illustrates the proof of Lemma 2.10. We have y = GLB and y’ = y1y2. 
PROPOSITION 2.7 (realizing and quasi-geodesics). If a path a’ realizes c, at cl, then 
tl c: NL,(a’) and a’ c k(a). 
The following lemmas are clear from the definitions. In each case w is a word of length at 
least two. 
LEMMA 2.8 (counting inverses). c,,,(a) = cWml(aK1). 
LEMMA 2.9 (no w). Suppose there is no g E G such that g . w c NLO(a). Then c,(a) = 0 and 
cWml(a) = 0. 
For each geodesic a, we define h,,,(a) = c,,,(a) - c,mI(a). For each g E G, we choose ys to be 
a geodesic from id to g and set h,(g) = h,(y,). Then h,,,(g) does not depend on the choice of 
ys. Thus h, E C ’ (G; Z). 
LEMMA 2.10 (dividing a geodesic). Let A, B, C be three points with C E [A,B] and let 
a = [A, C], /3 = [C, B], y = [A, B]. Then 
c,(a) + c,(B) + 2L0 + 1 2 c,(y) 2 c,(a) + c,(P). 
Proof: Let a’, /?‘, y’ be paths which realize c, at & Band 7, respectively. Since a’/3’ is a path 
from A to B, 
- I Y’ I + I Y’ L 3 - I a’P, I + I a’pl L. 
It is obvious from the definitions that 
Ia’B’L 3 la’l, + l/3’/,. 
Therefore 
C,(Y) 3 c,(a) + c,(B). 
This proves one of the two desired inequalities. 
To prove the other inequality, note that, since y c NLO(y’), we can take C’ E y’ such that 
d(C, C’) < Lo. Let c~ = [C’, C] and divide y’ into two paths y1 and yz at C’. The situation is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Then, since y,o is a path from A to C, 
- Ia’1 + lm’l, >, - Ih~l + IY~~L 3 - IhI -Lo + lyIlw. 
Since a-1~2 is a path from C to B, 
IB’I - Ip’lw d Iv21 + Lo - IYZIW. 
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Fig. 4. Triangle with a small base. This illustrates Lemma 2.11. 
We also have 17’1 = lyll + Lyle and lyllw + \yzlw + 12 Iy’J,,,. Collecting 
equalities and inequalities, we find that 
cl&) + c,(P) > C,(Y) - 2&l - 1. 
together these 
0 
LEMMA 2.11 (triangle with small base). Let CI = [A, C], j? = [A, B] and y = [C, B]. These 
hypotheses are illustrated in Fig. 4. Let w be any word in the generators of G of length at least 
two. Then It,(a) - c,(j?)I < 2171 and )~,(a-~) - c,(fi-‘)I < 21~1. 
Proof: Let cc’ be a path from A to C which realizes c, at Cc, so that 
C,(N) = lcll - Ia’1 + 101’1,. Since a’y is a path from A to B, 
c,(B) 2 IPI - la’yl + Ia’yL 3 IPI - Ia’1 - Iyl + la’l, = IBI - 171 - lal + cw(cO. 
The triangle inequality implies that the last term is greater than or equal to - 21 y + c,,,(a). 
Thus c,,,(a) - c,(p) < 21 y I. By the same argument, c,(p) - c,,,(a) < 21 y 1. This proves the first 
inequality. The second inequality follows from the first on using w- ’ instead of w and 
applying Lemma 2.8. 0 
Let A,B, C be three points in T(G). Since G is a S-hyperbolic group, there exist 
A’ E [B, C], B’ E [A, C] and C’ E [A, B], such that d(A’, B’), d(A’, C’) and d(B’, C’) are each less 
than or equal to 6. 
LEMMA 2.12. With the above notation we have 
&([A, Bl) + c,(C& Cl) - Gv(C4 a G Gv(L-@, Bl) + c,(C& 4) + 46 + 4LO + 2 
&([A, Bl) + c,(CB, Cl) - Gv(C‘% Cl) 3 CWKC’, Bl) + &a4 4) - 46 - 2LO - 1. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.10, we have the following inequalities. 
&([A, Bl) + Gvu, Cl) - GA4 Cl) 
(cw(C~, C’l) + Gv(C@, Bl) + 2Lo + q + (Gvu4~‘I) + GACA’, Cl) + 2Lo + 1) 
- (d4 B’l) + Gv(CB’, Cl)) 
bv@4 @I) - clv(CA B’l)) + hvux a - GVKB’, Cl)) 
+ (L4c~l) + Gv([B,4) + 4L0 + 2 
2d(B’, C’) + 2d(A’, B’) + c,([C’,B]) + c,([B, A’]) + 4L0 + 2 
c,([C,B]) + c,([B, A’]) + 46 + 4Lo + 2. 
We have proved the first inequality and we can prove the second inequality similarly. 0 
PROPOSITION 2.13 (boundedness). The 2-cocycle ah,,, is bounded. (Recall that we are 
assuming w has length at least two.) 
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Proof: Since a2 = 0, ah, E Z2(G; Z). The lemmas proved above now enable us to prove 
the boundedness of ah,,, quite easily. 
From Lemma 2.8, and using the notation established in the previous lemma, we see that 
c,J[C’, B]) = c,-,([B, C’]). From Lemma 2.11, we see that this is approximately equal to 
c,~l([B,A’]). Referring to the preceding two lemmas, we see that we can approximately 
cancel terms, obtaining the following inequality: 
I UC.4 Bl) + MC4 Cl) - MC4 Cl)1 Q 126 + 63% + 3 
for each triple (A, B, C) of vertices of I. 
Restating this in slightly different language, we see that for all g, h E G, 
1 ah,(g, h)1G 126 + 6L,, + 3. 
This completes the proof of the boundedness of our 2-cocycle. 0 
3. INFINITE DIMENSIONALITY 
In the last section we showed that ah,E Zt(G; Z). Thus ah, defines an element [ah,] in 
either Ht(G; Z) or Hz(G; [w), which might be 0 as far as we know at present. In this section, 
we will prove the following theorem, which implies Theorem 1.1 (infinite dimensionality), 
and, in particular, that the cocycle represents a non-trivial cohomology class. 
THEOREM 3.1 (injecting 8’). We can choose words w(l), w(2), . . . and define an injectioe 
real linear map co: /’ + Hz(G; [w), such that&or each i (1 < i < co), w(ei) is equal to the image 
in HE(G; [w) of the bounded integral class [ah,,,,]. 
Let w be a word. If w* is a geodesic, we call w straight. The following result is clear from 
the definition. 
LEMMA 3.2 (straight counting). 1f w is a straight word, then c,(w”) = nfor all n > 0. 
If X is a hyperbolic space, two geodesics CI, p: (- co, co) are said to define the same point of 
the boundary ax, if lim supl+ m d(cr(t), P(t)) is finite. In fact, a point of 8X is by definition an 
equivalence class of geodesics, with the equivalence relation defined in this way. A directed 
infinite quasi-geodesic also defines a point in dX, because it lies at a certain distance from 
a geodesic. For a word-hyperbolic group G, the boundary is defined to be the boundary of 
its Cayley graph: aG = aT(G). Then G acts on aG from the left. Let y be a quasi-geodesic n 
I(G). Define y( ) co) E 8G by 
y( + co) = lim y(n). 
n+ f m 
Dejinition 3.3 (non-elementary). A word-hyperbolic group is said to be elementary if its 
boundary contains fewer than three points. In that case, it can be shown that the group has 
a cyclic subgroup of finite index. If the boundary of the group has more than two points, it is 
said to be non-elementary. In that case, one can show that the boundary is perfect and 
therefore uncountable. 
Remark 3.4 enite order). If gE G interchanges two points in aG, then it must be 
a torsion element. The reason is that one can show that any element h of G of infinite order 
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Fig. 5. Finding a nearby inverse. This illustrates the proof of Proposition 3.5. Here y is the inverse of a path 
realizing c,-. at 2’. We are proving by contradiction that it cannot lie near wn. The notation is taken from the 
proof. 
has two fixed points in aG, one repelling and one attracting, and that all other points of aG 
limit on the attracting fixed point under repeated application of h. Therefore if G is torsion 
free, we do not need the special hypothesis in Proposition 3.5 that there is no element of 
G which interchanges w*( + co). 
The same background fact applies to w instead of to g, enabling us to deduce that w* is 
a quasi-geodesic from the fact that W is not a torsion element. 
A good source for these facts, and also for results about quasi-geodesics and other basic 
concepts in the theory of word-hyperbolic spaces, is [6]-see especially Ch. 8 for the results 
mentioned in this remark. Another source is [2]. The results in this remark are due to 
Gromov in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.5 (zero count for inverse). Let w be a word of length at least two, such that 
W is not torsion. Suppose that there is no element in G which interchanges the two points 
w*( + co)~aG. Then, for any sufJiciently large value of m > 0, the word v = wm satisfies 
c,-l(w”) = 0 for all n > 0. 
Proof Let L,, = L(2,2,0) and let L1 = L(K, e,O), where (K,E) are the quasi-geodesic 
constants for w*. We can assume K 3 2 and E 2 2. Then Lo = L(2,2,0) < L1. 
Assume the proposition is false. Then there are arbitrarily large positive integers m, and 
for each such integer m an integer n 3 1 such that c&w”) > 0. Let y be the inverse of a path 
from id to W” which realizes c,-m at 3’. By Proposition 2.7 (realizing and quasi-geodesics) y is 
a (2.2)-quasi-geodesic. The path w” is also a quasi-geodesic from id to W”, and so we can 
apply Corollary 2.4 (neighbouring quasi-geodesics) to deduce that y cx Nt,(w”) and 
w” = NL,(Y). 
By definition w’” labels a subpath of y. Let a be chosen such that y 1 [a,a + 1 w 1 m] is 
labelled by wm. For 0 < i < m, let b(i) be an integer such that 0 < b(i) < n and d(y(a + ) w I i), 
tibti)) < L1 + 1 w 1. Using Lemma 2.6 (splitting a quasi-geodesic) on the path y I [a, a + 1 w I m], 
we see that there is an r > 0 such that, if m 3 i 3 r +j > j 2 0, then b(i) < b(j). 
Since the number of elements of G of length at most L1 + 1 w / is equal to a fixed positive 
integer, we see that, if m is large enough, we can find integers i and j satisfying 0 < j < i < m, 
b(i) < b(j)andy(a + Iwli))’ KJ*@) = Y(a + Iwlj)- 1 G*(j). We denote this common value by g. 
It then follows that g@-b(i)+b(j)g-l = Wj-‘. This means that there are positive integers r and 
s such that gW’ g - ’ = W-“. It follows that g . w*( f co) = w*( T co), which contradicts one of 
our assumptions. 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (constructing words). We can construct, for each i > 0, a word w(i), such 
that 
(1) for all i > j > 1 and for all n > 0, h,(o(w(j)“) = 0; 
(2) for all i 2 1 and for all n 3 0, h,,o(w(i)“) = n; 
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(3) for all homomorphisms t,k: G + [w, $(w(i)) = 0; 
(4) the length of w(i) tends to infinity us i tends to infinity. 
We precede the proof of this proposition by some discussion. Let H be a finitely 
generated subgroup of G. Suppose there are constants K > 1 and E 2 0 such that any 
geodesic in H is a (K, &)-quasi-geodesic in G. Then we call H a (K, .+quasi-geodesic subgroup. 
This is equivalent o the standard notion of a quasi-convex subgroup, due to Gromov. In 
a word-hyperbolic group, a quasi-geodesic subgroup is itself word-hyperbolic, as one can 
easily see. If K is a quasi-geodesic subgroup of H and H is a quasi-geodesic subgroup of 
a word-hyperbolic group G, then K is a quasi-geodesic subgroup of G. 
Since G is a non-elementary word-hyperbolic group, there is a quasi-geodesic subgroup 
F isomorphic to the rank-two free group. This result is elementary and was obviously 
known to Gromov when he wrote [S]. It can be proved using a standard technique from the 
theory of Schottky groups. Let g and h be elements of infinite order, with distinct limit 
points. The so-called Ping-Pong Lemma shows that high powers of g and h generate a free 
group F of rank two. Moreover, the Cayley graph of the free group of rank two is embedded 
quasi-isometrically in the Cayley graph of G. 
Every finitely generated subgroup of a free group is clearly quasi-geodesic. Let 
F’ := [F, F]. Then F’ is a free group of infinite rank, and any finitely generated subgroup of 
F’ is quasi-geodesic in G. 
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can take F to be a subgroup of [G, G]. Then for 
any homomorphism $ : G -+ R, we have $(g) = 0 for all g E F. 
Definition 3.7 (w,). We assume the generators of F, sayfr ,f2, are contained in the set of 
generators of G. For a E F, let w, be a shortest word in F representing ausing onlyf 1’ ‘,f i ’ . 
LEMMA 3.8 (Tube Lemma). Let N 2 0. Let w(l), . . , w(N) be words and let L 3 0. Then 
there exists h E F such that w = wh (see Definition 3.7) satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) For each i such that 1 6 i 6 N and for each g E G g . w $ NL(w(i)*). 
(2) w* is a geodesic in F with respect to the generators fi and fi. 
(3) There is no g E G which interchanges the two endpoints w*( + co) E c?G of the path w*. 
LEMMA 3.9 (Straightening Lemma). Let w be a word such that W is not ofjnite order. 
Then there exist a straight word v and an element h E G such that h. w*( + co) = v*( f co). 
Remark 3.10 (straightening and conjugucy). In Lemma 3.9, w* is a quasi-geodesic and v* 
is a geodesic. Therefore there is some L > 0 such that w* c N,(g, v)* and g . v* c NL(w*). It 
then follows easily that we can find h E G and p, g > 0 such that hWP h- ’ = r7 E G. This means 
that h. w* and v* have the same endpoints. 
We postpone the proofs of the above two lemmas and show how they imply Proposition 
3.6 and Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Proposition 3.6. We prove the proposition by induction on N. If N = 1, Lemma 
3.8 (Tube Lemma) (applied with N = 0) gives us a E F such that there is no g E G with 
g . w,* () co) = w.* ( T co). We use Lemma 3.9 (Straightening Lemma) to find a straight word 
v and an h E G such that h . v*( f co) = w,*( + co). Since there is no g E G interchanging the 
two ends at infinity of w,*, there is also no g E G interchanging the two ends at infinity of v*. 
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Therefore, from Proposition 3.5 (zero count for inverse), replacing u by a high power of itself 
if necessary, we have c,~I(#) = 0 for all n > 0. Since v is straight, Lemma 3.2 (straight 
counting) shows that c,(v”) = n for all n > 0. Hence h,(u”) = n for all n 2 0. 
We set w(1) = v. There exist g E G and p, q > 0 such that gw(l)pg- ’ = W,“. Since 
$(Wa) = 0 for any homomorphism $: G + Iw, we deduce that @(w(l)) = 0. This constructs 
w(1) in the statement of Proposition 3.6. 
Now let (K,E) be the quasi-geodesic onstants for F in G, let L,, = L(2,2,0) and let 
L1 = L(K,s,O), as in Corollary 2.4. 
Assume that we have already found words w(l), . . . , w(N) with properties (l)(3) of 
Proposition 3.6 (constructing words). By Lemma 3.8 (Tube Lemma), we can find a E F with 
the following properties. 
(1) For each i such that 1 < i < N, there is no g EG such that g. w, c NL,+L,(w(i)*). 
(2) w,* is a geodesic in F. 
(3) There is no g E G which interchanges the endpoints at infinity of w,*. 
We construct a straight word v by applying Lemma 3.9 (Straightening Lemma) to w,. 
Replacing u by a high power of itself if necessary, we have h,(v”) = n, for all n > 0, By 
Remark 3.10 (straightening and conjugacy), there is g E G with g. w, c NL,(v*). It follows 
that, for sufficiently large values of M, we may assume that g . w, c NL,(uM) (changing g if 
necessary). 
We immediately deduce that, for each i with 1 < i < N, there is no g E G such that 
g. uM c NL,(w(i)*). From Proposition 2.7 (realizing and quasi-geodesics), we now deduce 
that, for all i with 1 < i 6 N, we have h,M(w(i)“) = 0. Taking w(N + 1) = v”, we have 
h wcN+lj(w(iY) = 0 f or each n 2 0 and each i with 1 6 i 6 N. Proposition 3.5 (zero count for 
inverse) and Lemma 3.2 (straight counting) show that hwcN+ l,(w(N + 1)“) = n, for each 
n 2 0. Moreover, $(w(N + 1)) = 0 for each homomorphism $: G -+ R, since $(wJ = 0. 
The length of the w(i) can be taken to be strictly monotonic increasing with i. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If the length of w is at least two, Proposition 2.2 shows that any CI’ 
realizing c,,,(g) at g is a (2,2)-quasigeodesic. It follows that the length of M’ is at most 
approximately twice that of g. Therefore, if w is longer than this, 1 CI’ lw = 0, so that c,,,(g) = 0. 
Similarly, we will have c,-,(g) = 0 if w is long. 
Proposition 3.6 (constructing words) gives us words w(i) for 1 6 i < co, such that the 
length of w(i) tends to infinity with i. We deduce that, for any fixed g E G, h,(i,(g) = 0 for 
almost all i. Therefore an infinite sum of the form 1 aih,(i,y where each ai E [w, makes sense, 
by pointwise addition. Moreover, the coboundary 8 commutes with such infinite sums. 
Note also that the space of bounded cochains is a Banach space, and the space of 
cocycles is a closed subspace. However, the space of coboundaries is not necessarily aclosed 
subspace in all dimensions (as far as we know). In dimension two, the situation is better. It is 
shown in [lo] that the space of coboundaries in dimension two is a closed subspace. It 
follows that the bounded cohomology group in dimension two is a Banach space and so we 
can talk of limits and of certain infinite sums in this space. Such sums and limits, if they exist, 
are equal to the pointwise sums and limits. However, it turns out that we only use such 
concepts on the cochain level, and so the results of [lo] are not logically relevant. 
By eq. (l), all the cocycles ahw(i) have the same bound. It follows that if (ai)E/’ then 
1 Uiah,,o is also a well-defined bounded cocycle. The two different interpretations of infinite 
sums given in the previous two paragraphs coincide. 
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We get a real linear map u:/’ + Hz(G; Iw) which sends (ai) to the cohomology class of 
C aiCYh,(i,. In order to see that o is injective, suppose o((ai)) = 0. Then 
for some b E C,‘(G; R). This means 
~ aih,(i, - b = ~ 
i=l 
for some homomorphism 4: G -+ Iw. Applying this equality of 1-cochains to WOE G, we 
find 
aln - b(w(1)“) = 4(w(l)“) = 0 
for all n > 0. Since b is bounded and n is arbitrary, a, = 0. By induction on i, a similar 
argument shows that ai = 0 for each i. cl 
The statement of Theorem 1.1 (infinite dimensionality) also claims that the dimension 
of HE(G; [w) as a vector space over [w is equal to the cardinal of the continuum. This 
depends on the following well-known result. 
LEMMA 3.11. The underlying vector space of e’, the space of all summuble sequences, has 
dimension equal to the cardinal of the continuum. 
LEMMA 3.12. The dimension of Ht(G; R) us a vector space over IF8 is equal to the cardinal 
of the continuum. 
Proof. Since we know that 8’ has a real linear embedding into Ht(G; III), we know that 
the dimension of the cohomology group is at least the cardinal of the continuum. The space 
of bounded cochains has cardinal 1 R” 1 = 1 RI. Therefore its dimension is at most 1 IR I. The 
same follows for the space of cocycles and for the cohomology group. 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.8 
The basic idea is that the number of potential choices for w(N), given w(l), . . . , w(N - 1) 
increases exponentially with the choice of its length, while the number of bad choices 
increases linearly. This makes our task easy. We now proceed to spell out the details. 
There are two steps in this proof. In the first step, we take x E F which satisfies (1) and (2) 
of Lemma 3.8, and in the second step, we change x so as to satisfy (3) as well. 
Step 1. Let yi:( - co, co) + I(G) be the path w(i)*. We define 
s(w(i),r) = {gEGI3tl,tzEE)(Itl - tzl =rAydt~k~ =~i(tz)>) 
and S(w(i), r) = UT=, s(w(i),j). 
LEMMA 4.1 (elements along a path). The number of elements in s(w(i),r) is bounded by 
21 w(i)1 and is equal to 1 if r = 0. The number of elements in S(w(i),r) is bounded by 
1 + 21 w(i)Ir. 
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Fig. 6. How many e/ements in a tube? This illustrates the proof of Proposition 4.2. The picture shows how to 
factorize 9 such that ag = b. 
Proof: The first statement is obvious; the factor 2 is needed because tr may be less than 
or greater than t 2. The second statement follows by addition. 0 
Let (K,E) be the quasi-geodesic constants for F in G, and let L = L(K,&,O). Let 
T (w(i), r) = {g E G 1 (la, b E NL(w(i)*)) (ug = b A 1 g 1 6 r)]. 
We get the desired linear estimate for the number of possible bad choices referred to in the 
first paragraph of Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 (elements in a tube). There exist Pi, Pi such that, for all r > 0, the 
number of elements in T (w(i), r) is bounded by Pir + Pf. 
Proof: Let a(L) be the number of elements of G of length at most L. If g E T (w(i), r), then 
g = uz)w, where ) u 1 < L, 1 w 1 < L and v E S(w(i), 2L + r). From Lemma 4.1, it follows that the 
number of elements in T (w(i), r) is bounded by LX(L)~ (1 + 2 I w(i) I (2L + r)). This proves the 
desired result. 0 
Since F is a quasi-geodesic subgroup which is free on two generators, the follow- 
ing result is clear. This gives the exponential estimate promised in the first paragraph of 
Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 (exponential growth). There exist A > 1 and r. > 0 such that, for all 
r > ro, 
{gEFI 191 <r} 2 1”. 
Here the length I g I is measured with respect to the generators of G and not with respect to the 
generators of F alone. (Recall that the generators of F and their inverses are assumed to be 
included in the set of generators of G-see Definition 3.7.) 
Take IO > r. to satisfy 
3L” > 5 (Pi!0 + Pf). 
i=l 
From Proposition 4.2 (elements in a tube) and Proposition 4.3 (exponential growth) there 
exists x E F with Ix I < lo and, for all i Q N, x#T(w(i), I,). This means that, for all g E G and 
for all i 6 N, g . w, $ NL(w(i)*), where w, is the word defined in Definition 3.7. 
We also want to ensure that w, is cyclically reduced in F. We can achieve this by adding 
to the beginning and/or end of x one of the two generators of F or their inverses. This has 
the effect of changing w, by multiplying on the left and/or right in the semigroup of strings. 
Since no cancellation is involved, the condition g. w, $ NL(w(i)*) for i d N continues to 
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hold. This means w,* is a geodesic in F. w, satisfies (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.8 (Tube Lemma) 
and completes the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. Let L2 = 2L(K, E). By a similar argument o that above, we can ensure that there 
is no g E G such that g . wy c NL2(w:). At the same time, we can ensure that y is cyclically 
reduced in F and that there is no cancellation in F for the word xy. Let 
YX,Y = . . . w,w,w,wywywy . . . be a bi-infinite path, where the first wy starts at the identity. 
Next, we choose z E F such that there is no g E G with g . w, c NLl(y,,,). We also ensure 
that z is cyclically reduced, and that there is no cancellation in F for the words yz and zx. 
Once again this is done by adding one of the two generators of F or their inverses to the 
beginning or end of z. 
Letw=w”wbwc=w ,qzc for some positive integers a, b and c. We will choose a, b, c > 0 
such that w &~fie~ (l)-(3) of Lemma 3.8 (Tube Lemma). It is clear that w satisfies (1) of 
Lemma 3.8 since w, does. From the way we have chosen wy and w,, it is clear that (2) of 
Lemma 3.8 is also satisfied. To ensure that (3) is satisfied, we take b and c very large, and 
then take a much larger than b and c. The fact that (3) is satisfied is the content of the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4 (no interchange). There is no g E G which interchanges the endpoints of w*. 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. We know that w* and g. w* are within an 
L,-neighbourhood of each other, and that they are directed in opposite directions. 
Consider any path tx with label w,,. By the construction of W,,.CL cannot lie in an 
Lz-neighbourhood of a path X labelled by w’& unless it lies near one of the two ends of X. 
Consider any path p with label w,. By the construction of wz, /I cannot lie in an L2- 
neighbourhood of a path XY labelled by w = w”,wi, unless it lies near one of the two ends of 
XY. 
Let XYZ be the path from the identity of G labelled wtwtw’, and consider how 
g. (X, Y,Z) might lie. We change g to SW’, choosing i so as to minimize the Hausdorff 
distance between X and g. X. Unless this Hausdorff distance is small compared with a, b 
and c, there will be a contradiction to the preceding paragraph. It then follows that the path 
labelled wi starting at g%“, travels at first near the path labelled w;’ starting at the identity. 
But this is impossible according to the way we have chosen w,. 
This completes the proof. cl 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.9 
The result stated in Lemma 3.9 is well known and there are several different proofs. But 
as far as we know there is no published reference. One proof uses the relationship between 
automata and word-hyperbolic groups, using the results of [S]. Here we prefer to give 
another proof, which is more geometric and which we believe is due to Delzant. 
Delzant’s argument proves a stronger result than that stated in Lemma 3.9. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a word-hyperbolic group with a$xed set of generators. Then there 
is an integer m > 0 with the property that, for any element geG of injinite order, gm is 
conjugate to some element 0~ G, where v is a word in the generators such that vi is geodesic for 
each i > 0. 
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Proof We use the Short-Lex order on words in the generators. That is, we fix a linear 
order an the generators of G and their inverses, and we say that u < v, where u and u are 
words in the generators and their inverses, if either the length of u is less than the length of U, 
or else if the two lengths are equal and u would come before v in lexicographical order. 
Between any two vertices in the Cayley graph I- of G, there is a unique Short-Lex least 
geodesic. 
Let g_ and g + be the two points of 8r which are fixed by the action of g on ruK, with 
g_ the repelling fixed point of g and g+ the attracting fixed point. Let N’ be the set of all 
geodesics from g_ to g+ and let N be their union. Note that g permutes the elements of N’, 
preserving the direction of these geodesics. We fix p E N and let B be the intersection with 
N of the ball in I- with centre p and radius 106, where 6 is the constant of hyperbolicity. It is 
easy to see that any two elements of N’ are within a 26-neighbourhood of each other. So 
B meets each element of N’ and separates the two ends of N. 
Fix same geodesic a : (- co, co) -+ N, such that CI goes from g _ to g+ and a(O) = p. For 
each FEZ, we fix n(j)e Z to minimize d(~(n(j)), gj(p)). This is always at most 26. 
Since B is finite, there are only finitely many elements h E G such that BnhB is not empty. 
If Bng’B = 8, it is not too hard to deduce that Bng”B = 8 for allj # 0. Putting these two 
facts together, it is easy to see that there is an m,, independent of which element g EG of 
infinite order is under investigation, such that, if m > m,, then Bng”B is empty. So, without 
loss of generality, we may assume that Bng”B = 8 for a11 i # 0. 
For each i > 0, let Xi be the set of all Short-Lex geodesics from some point of g-“B to 
some paint of giB and which are contained in one of the geodesics from g _ to g + . Since N’ is 
not empty, Xi is also not empty for any value of i > 0. The number of elements of Xi is at 
most IB12. Each geodesic in Xi meets both g-‘+ ‘B and g’-‘B. We therefore get a map 
Xi + Xi_ 1 far i > 1, for example by taking the shortest segment of a geodesic in Xi which 
gives a geodesic in Xi- 1. 
We now have an inverse system of non-empty finite sets, with a bound on the number of 
elements in each finite set. Let Y be the inverse limit of the Xi, and let Yi c Xi be the image 
of Y. Then 1 Yil < 1 B I2 and 1 Yi 1 is a non-decreasing function of i, which therefore attains its 
infimum for large enough values of i. For such values of i, the map Y + Yi is a bijection. It 
follows that Y can be identified with the set of Shorter-Lex geodesics from g- to g+ , and 
that Y is a finite set with no more than 1 B 1’ elements. 
Set m = (I Bl’)!; then g’” fixes each geodesic in Y setwise. It follows that such geodesics 
are periodic. Fix one such geodesic OL E Y, and fix h E ~1. Then g”h E c(. Let u E G be the label of 
the segment of 01 from h to g”h. Then hfi = g”h, so that V is conjugate to g”, Moreover, 
a = h. u*, and, for each i > 0, U’ labels a geodesic segment in a. 
Remark 5.2 Lemma 3.9 (Straightening Lemma) says that for most purposes a quasi- 
geodesic infinite cyclic subgroup of word-hyperbolic group can be replaced by a geodesic 
infinite cyclic group. (In fact, an infinite cyclic group is always quasi-geodesic in a word- 
hyperbolic group.) The rank two free group P = {a, b) can be embedded as a quasi- 
geodesic subgroup in any non-elementary word-hyperbolic group G, a fact which we used in 
this paper, but it is not known if we can find can a geodesic subgroup which is free of rank 
two. An easy automaton argument shows that we can embed the free semigroup of rank two 
geodesically, but we da not know if this result can be extended to the group case. 
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